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Second-harmonic microscopy of single micrometer-size particles on a substrate
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~Received 9 March 2001; published 10 September 2001!

We report experimental observations of second-harmonic generation~SHG! from single micrometer-size
polystyrene, silica, and polymethylmethacrylate spheres on flat substrates by SHG microscopy. At low input
light intensities the SH signals depend quadratically on the intensity of the excitation beam, but at larger input
intensities some of the SH signals increase exponentially with increasing input intensity. This exponential
enhancement depends on particle size and sphere composition. We describe the experiments, and parametrize
the observations.
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The linear optical properties of micrometer-size spheri
particles have been understood for many years@1,2# and cur-
rently provide the basis for characterization of a wide vari
of particle dispersions ranging from colloids and emulsio
to cells. More recently, the nonlinear optical and lasing pr
erties of spheres have commanded attention@3–6#. These
latter phenomena derive their interest in part from unus
cavity effects, and in part because of their potential for m
terial characterization. For example, recent studies
second-harmonic generation~SHG! from colloidal suspen-
sions@7# suggest additional ways to characterize particle s
faces in solution. Further investigation of the fundamen
origin of these signals and their phenomenology is desira
and may lead to additional SHG applications.

The experiments presented in this Brief Report w
stimulated by the observations of SHG from colloids@7–10#,
and by reports of SHG microscopy@11–16#. We have built a
scanning SHG microscope, and have used it to study
responses of single colloidal spheres on a flat substrate
report what we believe to be the first measurements of S
from singlemicrometer-size particles, and we compare th
nonlinear responses over a range of particle type@e.g., poly-
styrene~PS!, polymethylmethacrylate~PMMA!, and silica#
and size~e.g., diameters between 1 and 5mm). The mea-
surements provide a benchmark for single-particle SHG
nal size, and demonstrate the potential to select and s
isolated particles, which might, for example, have differe
shapes or chemical compositions. At relatively low inp
powers, the particle SHG signals depend on the square o
fundamental excitation beam intensity. At higher input po
ers, however, reversible exponential SHG responses are
served from many of the particles up to the point where
signal saturates and the particle is damaged. The precise
gin of these exponential responses is not known. One p
sible explanation is that the exponential growth of SH
originates from a multiphoton-excitation-induced plasm
whose production is perhaps enhanced further by par
cavity effects. This exponential SH response can, in p
ciple, be used to improve the contrast of a particle in
SHG microscope image.

The goal of this paper is to provide a brief report of o
observations. A complete theoretical explanation of the
sults is beyond the scope of this paper. It would require
tensive numerical analysis, which must incorporate the n
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paraxial beam optics of the microscope geometry, a
nonlinear optical particle cavity effects. Comparison
theory should be possible in the future, however, as theo
ical work in the field progresses@17#.

Our experiments were performed using a 76 MHz train
ultrashort light pulses derived from a mode-locked Ti:Al2O3
laser operating at 840 nm. The apparatus is sketched s
matically in Fig. 1~a!. A high numerical aperture microscop
objective ~i.e., 0.85 unless otherwise specified! focuses the
nearly Gaussian beam to a spot on the glass substrate
diameter of;1.8 mm; the diameter is defined as the fu
width at e22 of the intensity maximum. Pulses emergin
from the laser had a duration of;100 fsec, but were tem
porally broadened by the microscope optics to;350 fsec.
The laser pulse peak powers at the sample surface ra
from 3 to 36 GW/cm2.

The sample consisted of a glass substrate in air, spar
covered with micrometer-size spheres. The sample was ra
scanned in the plane normal to the incident beam direct
SH photons collected in remission were spectrally filter
from the fundamental beam, and were measured with a p

FIG. 1. ~a! Schematic view of experimental setup. The sample
mounted on a stepper-controlledx,y,z translation stage.F, spectral
filter; P, prism; BS, beam splitter;S, sample;M, monochromator;
D, photon counter.~b! A typical view of the sample. Shown, is a P
particle of 2.19mm diameter.~c! SHG photons in 5 sec collection
time as function of laser spot on the sample of Fig. 1~b!.
©2001 The American Physical Society01-1
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW A 64 045801
tomultiplier tube coupled to a lock-in photon counter.
charge-coupled device~CCD! camera and monitor were use
for sample alignment. The input beam wasp polarized. The
p- and s-polarized reflected SH outputs were found expe
mentally to exhibit approximately the same behavior w
respect to input power, particle size, and particle type.
the experiments presented herein, our output detector wa
to collect s-polarized SH photons. All reflected photon
whose backscattered angle fell within the numerical aper
of the microscope objective were collected.

In Fig. 1~b! we show the geometry of a typica
25 mm325 mm scan region along the substrate surfa
and in Fig. 1~c! we show the corresponding SHG imag
taken within a 12mm 312 mm subset of this sample su
face. The particle used@i.e., the the dark spot in Fig. 1~b!#
was a 2.19mm diameter PS sphere, and the input pulse p
intensity was;7.5 GW/cm2. The SHG signal from the par
ticle was;103 times larger than the signal from the gla
substrate. This enormous enhancement suggests the
nique may have applications in the context of nonlinear
tical microscopy.

The essential features of the observed phenomena ar
picted in Fig. 2, which shows the SH response of three
spheres of different diameters (1.1,2.2,4.3mm) as a func-
tion of input pulse peak intensity. The data divide natura
into three regimes. At low peak intensity all particles respo
quadratically. Then, as the input intensity is increased
threshold is reached; at this point the SH signals incre
exponentially and finally saturate. The measurements w
generally reversible up to the saturation point. Permane
bead damage occurred at higher peak powers. In Figs.~a!
and 3~b! we show the results of similar measurements p
formed on the PMMA and silica~SiO2) spheres. Notice tha
signal saturation was observed for all particles, but expon
tial signal variation was not exhibited by the smaller spher
i.e., by the 1.1mm (1.4 mm) diameter PMMA~silica! par-
ticles. We performed similar measurements using an ob
tive with numerical aperture of 0.6. The observed featu
were qualitatively similar; some differences in input thres
old and saturation powers were observed, but they sc
with the expected spot size variation and the simple ove
effects outlined below.

We will not attempt a detailed theoretical analysis of t
data. However, we crudely parametrize our observations

FIG. 2. SHG from PS beads vs input peak intensity for th
different sized particles. The solid lines are quadratic fitting. T
coefficients for 1.1, 2.2, and 4.3mm are 1.83, 1.90, and 2.18, re
spectively.
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that certain general features are made more evident. F
consider results in the low input intensity regime. We adop
very simple model for our analysis. We fit the data assum

I ~2v!5uxe f f
(2)u2@ I ~v!#m. ~1!

HereI (2v) is the SHG intensity, andI (v) is the intensity of
the input beam. We allow for the possibility that the exp
nent m can differ from 2 in our fits.xe f f

(2) is the effective
second-order nonlinear susceptibility of the particle. Gen
ally xe f f

(2) will depend in a complicated way on particle opt
cal properties and size, on input beam excitation geome
and on excitation and emission wavelengths. We assume
the effective susceptibility depends on the product of th
factors:~1! an intrinsic material-dependent second order s
ceptibility a j

(2)( j 5PS,PMMA,SiO2). ~2! an effective light
excitation overlap areaS equal to the particle diameter d
vided by the excitation beam diameter, and~3! a complex
geometrical/Fresnel factorGjkl( j 5PS,PMMA,SiO2 ; k
5particle diameter, l 5 light beam geometry), which de
pends on light beam and sample geometry, and particle p
erties; we have writtenG with three subscripts to emphasiz
thatG will depend on many factors, for example, the partic
dielectric constant and size, the light polarization, the p
ticle cavity modes that are excited by the input beam,
excitation geometry, and the collection angle~see, for ex-
ample, Ref.@17#!. For this paper we assumeS51 when the
particle diameter is bigger than twice the excitation be
diameter.

The solid lines in Figs. 2 and 3 represent our best fits
the low intensity data. From these lines we deducem and
xe f f

(2) for particles of different size and type. Furthermor
from our assumption thatxe f f,PS

(2) 5GSaPS
(2) , we can approxi-

mately incorporate the effects of differing illumination area
The results for each particle type and size are given in Ta
I. We see thatm'2 in all cases. The measurements did n
enable us to distinguish the contributions of the surface
pole and bulk quadrupole moments.

From Table I we see that the effective nonlinear susce
bility xe f f

(2) depends on particle type, but not so much
particle size. For example, for the;1 mm diameter par-

e
e

FIG. 3. ~a! SHG from PMMA beads versus input peak intens
for three different sized particles. The solid lines are quadratic
ting. The coefficients for 1.1, 3.1, and 4.3mm are 2.05, 2.10, and
2.19, respectively.~b! SHG from silica bead vs input peak intensi
for 1.40 mm and 3.50mm particles. The solid lines are quadrat
fittings. The coefficients for 1.40 and 3.50mm are 2.05 and 2.09
respectively.
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW A 64 045801
ticles, xe f f,PS
(2) '(1.560.1)xe f f,PMMA

(2) '(1.660.2)xe f f,SiO2

(2) .

SinceS is the same for same size particles, these differen
may be a result of different intrinsic material nonlineariti
~i.e., a j

(2)), or may be due to different local electric fiel
strengths within each particle~i.e., via G). Separate linear
optical measurements at the same wavelengths give th
dex of refraction for these three particles as 1.57, 1.47,
1.44 respectively. Using these refractive index values, M
calculations show that the local electric field inside the
particle is only about 10% stronger than in PMMA and sili
under plane wave excitation. Thus differences inxe f f

(2) are
probably due to intrinsic material nonlinearities. We can a
derive some information about the effects of particle size
considering the PS spheres alone. In this case we norm
for the effective area of excitation~i.e., S), and find
G1.1mm,PS:G2.2mm,PS:G4.3mm,PS5(1.560.3):1:(1.160.3). These
differences inG are not significant given the measureme
error. As a final check we compared the SHG signals in
same geometry with that of bulk PS~e.g., a 60mm thick
film!, and bulk silica~e.g., a piece of glass!. We found that
the SHG signals were comparable to those of beads, in
low input intensity regime.

We next consider the dramatic nonlinear enhancement
curring at higher input light intensities~e.g.,;7.0 GW/cm2

for 2.2 mm diam PS particles!. This effect is seen clearly fo
all our PS particles, and for the two larger PMMA particle
There is also a hint of the effect in the large silica parti
data. In Fig. 4 we exhibit the PS data in this regime on
semilogarithmic plot. The linear variation of the SH sign

TABLE I. Fitting parameters for quadratic region.

Type Diameter (mm) m uxe f f
(2)u2 G/Gsilica,3.5

a

PS 1.1 1.8360.12 1.0560.08 2.4060.17
2.2 1.9060.23 1.2260.34 1.5860.24
4.3 2.1860.21 1.3560.58 1.6660.37

PMMA 1.1 2.0560.06 0.4560.07 1.5760.16
3.1 2.1060.03 0.5360.04 1.0460.08
4.3 2.1960.09 0.6660.17 1.1660.17

silica 1.4 2.0560.08 0.3860.09 1.1360.15
3.5 2.0960.04 0.4960.06 1

aThese values are calibrated with respect toS.

FIG. 4. ln(NSHG
2v ) vs I v for PS beads showing the exponent

growth of the SHG signal in the transition region.
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on this plot with respect to input intensity suggests that
enhancement is exponential in the threshold region, i.e.,

I ~2v!5AeaI (v). ~2!

In Table II the values of lnA anda are given for the PS and
PMMA particles exhibiting the effect. The silica particle da
were too noisy to be analyzed meaningfully. Although the
is a large scatter in the value ofA, the exponential gain
coefficient a is clearly material dependent. It also appea
that the threshold for turn-on of the nonlinear enhanceme
is material dependent and size dependent~see Fig. 4!.

The microscopic origin of these exponential enhan
ments is not readily apparent, although the fact that th
occur near the particle damage threshold provides c
about the underlying mechanisms. It is unlikely that the
enhancements are driven by conventional, i.e., thermal, l
heating; if the primary material optical absorption is line
and the subsequent heat losses are diffusive, then we can
out conventional laser heating damage because the estim
temperature jumps@18# are very small for our laser pulses
and the particle properties would not change enough to
duce exponential growth of the SHG signal. On the oth
hand, one phenomenon that exhibits an exponential de
dence with respect to input light intensity is optical brea
down, due to multiphoton excitation/ionization@19#. These
multiphoton processes sometimes produce plasmas th
sufficient density can lead to avalanche ionization effec
thus damaging the materials. Just below breakdown, th
effects can be reversible~as in our experiment!. In this re-
gime, optical properties such as the second-order suscep
ity will differ dramatically in the resulting plasma/excited
state compared to the same materials in low excitation. T
mechanism might be further enhanced by increased lo
electric fields within the particle due to its cavity modes. F
materials with larger damage thresholds~e.g., silica com-
pared to PMMA, PS!, the optical breakdown mechanism
would be less likely at the same peak power. There are
other nonlinear effects that can produce similar exponen
signal growth. Further work remains to be done to clar
these issues of microscopic origin.

To conclude, we have reported on SHG microscopy
single, micrometer-sized particles in air. Three particle typ
and several particle sizes were employed. Quadratic and
ponential responses were observed, depending on input
intensity. We have parametrized the data with a sim
model. The measurements provide benchmarks for sig
size and experimental conditions in single-particle SHG

TABLE II. Fitting parameters for transition region.

Type Diameter (mm) ln A a

PS 1.1 257.69621.35 9.3563.17
2.2 257.50621.35 9.1363.16
4.3 286.40624.45 8.4662.20

PMMA 3.1 296.40633.43 4.8661.56
4.3 2121.92650.31 5.6562.18
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periments. With continued improvements in theory, it sho
be possible to understand these data more quantitatively
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